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Einstein-Smoluchowski diffusion, damped harmonic oscillations, and spatial decoherence are special cases of an elegant class of Markovian quantum Brownian motion models that is invariant under
linear symplectic transformations. Here we prove that for each member of this class there is a preferred timescale such that the dynamics, considered stroboscopically, can be rewritten exactly as
unitary evolution interrupted periodically by an entanglement-breaking measurement with respect
to a fixed overcomplete set of pure Gaussian states. This is relevant to the continuing search for the
best way to describe pointer states and pure decoherence in systems with continuous variables, and
gives a concrete sense in which the decoherence can be said to arise from a complete measurement
of the system by its environment. We also extend some of the results of Diósi and Kiefer to the
symplectic covariant formalism and compare them with the preferred timescales and Gaussian states
associated with the POVM form.

Although it has been widely studied for the better
part of a century, the dynamical equations for Markovian quantum Brownian motion (QBM) [1–3] were not
solved in full symplectic generality until relatively recently [4–6]. By symplectic generality, we mean a class of
dynamical equations for a quantum state that is invariant
under linear symplectic transformations of phase space,
i.e., transformations of (x, p) that are linear and preserve the symplectic form, in close analogy with Lorentz
covariance. Equation (1) below describes the minimal
such class of dynamics that subsumes the harmonic oscillator, frictionless spatial decoherence, and EinsteinSmoluchowski (frictionful, noninertial) diffusion. QBM
models have been an essential testbed for understanding decoherence and the quantum-classical transition in
systems with continuous degrees of freedom [7–14], especially in the special case that can be generated by an
environmental bath of oscillators coupled linearly to position.
In discrete systems, pure decoherence [15, 16] serves
as a platonic ideal to which many real-world systems are
close approximations. Pure decoherence of a system occurs when the system’s reduced dynamics take the form
of a dephasing channel with respect to some orthonormal
pointer basis [15, 17, 18]. However, the natural analogs
of pure decoherence and the pointer basis remain elusive
for systems with continuous degrees of freedom; several
different definitions for the pointer basis in such cases
have been proposed [11, 15, 19–24] but none are widely
accepted.
It is now well appreciated that complete pure decoherence in discrete systems is equivalent to a complete
measurement of the discrete variable by the environment.
In this article we generalize this to continuous systems.
We prove that time-homogeneous Markovian QBM, when
considered as a stroboscopic evolution between discrete
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times, is exactly equivalent to unitary evolution punctuated periodically by a fixed positive operator-valued
measurement (POVM) with respect to an overcomplete
set of Gaussian wavepacket states. In other words, the
non-unitary component of QBM evolution is described
by an entanglement-breaking [25, 26] Gaussian measurement carried out by the environment. This result can be
straightforwardly extended to the case where the Hamiltonian and Lindblad operators are time-dependent [27].
This immediately recovers earlier work showing that, under QBM, the Wigner function becomes strictly and permanently positive in finite time for an arbitrary initial
state [4, 28, 29].
It is tempting to suggest that the Gaussian wavepackets composing that POVM should reasonably be identified as the precise pointer states of this open system
evolution. However, even when the dynamics are cast
into the POVM form, there is still significant freedom
to choose the preferred pointer states. The choices are
close to, but generally distinct from, the (also Gaussian)
pointer states suggested by Diósi and Kiefer [11, 28] and
by Zurek and collaborators [14, 19]. Such alternatives
are related to different criteria of classicality that have
been studied in the past, such as the Wigner function
becoming positive [4, 28, 29], the Glauber P function becoming positive [28, 30] (and no more singular than a δ
function [31]), or that the quantum state ρ is expressible
as an incoherent mixture of Gaussian states [31]. Thus,
our results add to the zoo of possible classicality criteria and associated pointer states used to understand decoherence in QBM, although most sensible choices are
closely related for dimensional reasons.
In Section I we state the main result after introducing
the minimum necessary notation, and in Section II we
give a proof. In Section III we connect this to other
preferred states and timescales discussed in the literature,
especially to the work of Diósi and Kiefer. In Section IV
we offer concluding discussion. A summary of symplectic
QBM using our notation can be found in Appendix A,
including a description of important special cases. In
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Appendix B we explicitly compute the POVM form of
the dynamics for the common special case of a lightly
damped harmonic oscillator.

I.

MAIN RESULT

disturbing measurement corresponds to s = 1, while dilations and contractions of phase space are given by s > 1
and s < 1, respectively.
Theorem. There is a characteristic time T > 0 defined
as the unique positive solution to ∣CT ∣ = (1 + e−2γT )2 /4,
where
t

Markovian QBM in the symplectic general form is
given by the master equation ∂t ρt = L[ρt ] where the manifestly covariant Linblad superoperator is
Kab
Dab
L[ρt ] ≡ −i ̵ [α̂a , {α̂b , ρt }] − ̵ 2 [α̂a , [α̂b , ρt ]] ,
2h
2h

(1)

for the density matrix ρt of a single continuous degree
of freedom [1–3]. Here, α̂ = (x̂, p̂) is a vector operator
for a point in phase space, repeated indices are summed
over the two phase-space directions (a = x, p), Dab is
a positive semidefinite 2-by-2 matrix with real entries,
and Kab is a 2-by-2 matrix with real entries satisfying
(K aa )2 ≤ 2Dab Dab . Indices are raised and lowered with
the symplectic form using the anti-symmetric Levi-Civita
tensor ab , e.g., K ab = ac Kcb . (They behave just like
Weyl spinors.)
̵ = 1 and introduce notation where K a , Dab ,
We set h
b
a
and α are replaced by boldface K, D, and α. We define γ ≡ − Tr K/2 = −K aa /2 = Ka a /2 and H ≡ K + γI
so that H is traceless and 0 ≤ γ 2 ≤ ∣D∣, where ∣ ⋅ ∣ denotes the determinant. Let V be an arbitrary matrix
with unit determinant representing a canonical linear
transformation, i.e., a (classical) linear transformations
on phase space which preserves the symplectic form. We
denote the associated quantum unitary evolution by ÛV ,
†
†
so that ⟨ÛV
α̂ÛV ⟩ = V ⟨α̂⟩ and ÛV
= ÛV−1 . The corresponding superoperator on the space of density matrices
†
is ΩV [ρ] ≡ ÛV ρÛV
. Let ∣α⟩ represent the normalized coherent states with phase-space mean α = (x, p), so that
∣V; α⟩ ≡ ÛV ∣V−1 α⟩ are the pure Gaussian states [32]
parametrized by their mean α ≡ ⟨α̂⟩ and their 2-by-2
covariance matrix V where V ≡ VV⊺ /2.
Lastly, for s > 0,
s
[ρ] ≡ ∫
ΦV

dα
⟨V; α∣ρ∣V; α⟩ ⋅ ∣V; sα⟩⟨V; sα∣
2π

(2)

1

represents the entanglement-breaking channel given by
the Krauss operators Âα ∝ ∣V; sα⟩⟨V; α∣. This is a
POVM measurement with respect to the overcomplete
basis ∣V; α⟩ – formally, a frame [33] – where the measurement outcome α is followed by a preparation of the
state ∣V; sα⟩⟨V; sα∣ (and then forgotten). A minimally
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A channel ΦA on a Hilbert space A is defined to be entanglement breaking if it always produces separable states when
operating on one part of an entangled pair, that is, when
(ΦA ⊗ IB )[∣ΨAB ⟩⟨ΨAB ∣] is separable for all ΨAB . This is true if
and only if all its Krauss operators are unit rank [26].

⊺

Ct ≡ ∫ eτ K Deτ K dτ .
0

(3)

Moreover, integrating the dynamics (1) forward by T induces a completely positive (CP) trace-preserving map
that sequentially evolves, measures, and prepares the system,
s
e T L = ΦV
○ ΩR

(4)

where ○ denotes composition, and where V = CT /(1 +
e−2γT ), s = e−γT , and R = eT H .
Remark. This can be rewritten in several ways:
s
eT L [ρ] = ΦV
○ ΩR [ρ]

= ΩV ○ ΦsI ○ ΩV−1 R [ρ]
= ΩR ○ ΦsR−1 V [ρ]

(5)

dα
=∫
⟨R−1 V; α∣ ρ ∣R−1 V; α⟩
2π
× ∣V; sRα⟩⟨V; sRα∣ ,
or generally as
eT L [ρ] = ΩR1−r ○ ΦsV ○ ΩRr [ρ].
r

(6)

where
⊺
CT
e−(1−r)T H
1 + e−2γT
= R−(1−r) V(R⊺ )−(1−r)

Vr ≡ e−(1−r)T H

(7)

= R−(1−r) V
for any r ∈ [0, 1], with special cases V0 = R−1 V and
V1 = V. Since the dynamics are Markovian, this can be
iterated, e.g.,
e2T L = ΦsV ○ ΩR ○ ΦsV ○ ΩR ,

(8)

and so on for enT L with n any positive integer. In other
words, quantum Brownian motion can be understood
stroboscopically as an iterated phase-space measurement
interspersed with unitary evolution.
II.

PROOF

Under (1), the Wigner function Wρ corresponding to
the state ρt is known to obey a Klein-Kramers dynamical equation [3–6], which can be written in sympectic
covariant form as
1
∂t Wρ (α) = [−K ab ∂a αb + Dab ∂a ∂b ] Wρ (α),
2

(9)
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where ∂a = ∂/∂αa . Below we will work within the space
of functions over phase space using the convolution operator ∗ and the composition operator ○. In this context,
matrices are taken to represent the functions obtained by
matrix multiplication with the phase space point α, i.e.,
V(α) = Vα and (Wρ ○ V)(α) = Wρ (Vα).
In this notation, the exact solution to (24) for any initial Wigner distribution Wρ (α) is known to be [4–6]
WetL [ρ] = GCt ∗ (e

2γt

Wρ ○ e

−tK

)

(10)

e

− 21 α⊺ B−1 α

√
2π ∣B∣

(11)

dα
∣sα⟩⟨α∣ ρ ∣α⟩⟨sα∣
2π

(12)

and calculating the corresponding Husimi Q function
1
⟨α∣ΦsI [ρ]∣α⟩
2π
dβ
1
⟨β∣ρ∣β⟩ ⟨α∣sβ⟩ ⟨sβ∣α⟩
=
∫
2π
2π
dβ
2
=∫
Qρ (β)∣⟨α∣sβ⟩∣
2π
2
∣⟨α∣µ⟩∣
= ∫ dµ s−2 Qρ (s−1 µ)
2π

QΦs [ρ] (α) =
I

V

I

= WΦs ○ΩV−1 [ρ] ○ V−1
I

= (G(1+s2 )I ∗ (s−2 Wρ ○ V ○ s−1 I)) ○ V−1

is a normalized Gaussian smoothing kernel for any positive semidefinite covariance matrix B. Note the important special case of unitary evolution, γ = 0 = D, for
which WetL [ρ] = Wρ ○ e−tH .
The key idea in the proof is that the POVM-andprepare channel Φ1I with respect to the coherent states
∣α⟩ = ∣I; α⟩ corresponds, in the Wigner representation,
to a convolution with the kernel G2I = GI . That is,
WΦ1 [ρ] = G2I ∗ Wρ . More generally, dissipation in phase
I
space can be accounted for by considering the modified
channel
ΦsI [ρ] = ∫

WΦs [ρ] = WΩV ○Φs ○ΩV−1 [ρ]

= (G(1+s2 )I ∗ (s−2 WΩV−1 [ρ] ○ s−1 I)) ○ V−1

where Ct is given by (3) and
GB (α) ≡

This can be generalized to a POVM of Gaussian states
∣V; α⟩ = ÛV ∣I; V−1 α⟩ with any linear symplectic transformation V by first applying an appropriate unitary
ΩV−1 , executing the measurement, and then applying the
s
inverse unitary ΩV : ΦV
[ρ] = ΩV ○ ΦIs ○ ΩV−1 [ρ]. In the
Wigner representation this is

(13)

= (G(1+s2 )I ○ V−1 ) ∗ (s−2 Wρ ○ s−1 I)
= G(1+s2 )V ∗ (s−2 Wρ ○ s−1 I) .
Augmenting this with unitary evolution ΩR corresponding to an arbitrary linear symplectic transformation R gives
WΦs ○ΩR [ρ] = G(1+s2 )V ∗ (s−2 Wρ ○ s−1 R−1 )
V

(20)

We can then reproduce the solution (10) by choosing
V = CT /(1 + s2 ), s = e−γT , and R = eHT . However,
this is only possible when ∣CT ∣ = (1 + s2 )2 /4, since we
have assumed V is a linear symplectic transformation (so
2
∣V∣ = ∣V∣ /4 = 1/4). Let us prove that this requirement
uniquely determines T so long as γ is not extremal (i.e.,
so long as γ 2 < ∣D∣ rather than γ 2 = ∣D∣).
First, note that since D is positive semidefinite, the
integrand of (3) is also positive semidefinite by construction. By the Minkowski determinant theorem (see,
for
√ example,√Ref. [34]),
√ the determinant function obeys
∣A + B∣ ≥ ∣A∣ + ∣B∣ for positive semidefinite 2-by-2
matrices, so
t√

∣Ct ∣ ≥ [∫

0

2

∣etK DetK⊺ ∣ dτ ]
2

t

= [∫ (eτ Tr K ) dτ ] ∣D∣

(21)

0

where we have changed integration variables to µ =
2
sβ. Using the fact that ∣⟨α∣µ⟩∣ = exp[−(α − µ)2 /2] =
2πGI (α − µ) we obtain
QΦs [ρ] = G2I ∗ (s−2 Qρ ○ s−1 I)

(19)

(14)

I

= (1 − e−2γt )2

∣D∣
,
4γ 2

and likewise
√
d∣Ct ∣
≥ 2e−2γt ∣D∣∣Ct ∣.
dt

(22)

The Husimi Q function is just the Wigner function
smoothed by a Gaussian, Q = GI ∗ W . Using these directly checkable identities

From this one can show that 4∣Ct ∣/(1 + e−2γt )2 increases
monotonically with t and moreover

(X ∗ Y ) ○ A = ∣A∣ ⋅ (X ○ A) ∗ (Y ○ A),

(15)

GB ○ A = ∣A∣ ⋅ GABA⊺ ,
GA ∗ GB = GA+B ,

(16)
(17)

4∣Ct ∣
∣D∣
≥ tanh2 (γt) 2 .
(1 + e−2γt )2
γ

−1

we can deconvolve both sides of (14) to get
WΦs [ρ] = G(1+s2 )I ∗ (s−2 Wρ ○ s−1 I)
I

(18)

(23)

For γ ≠ 0, the function tanh2 (γt) starts at zero and approaches unity as t → ∞. Thus for ∣D∣ ≠ 0, we have that
4∣CT ∣/(1 + e−2γT )2 = 1 for some
√ unique finite T , except
for the extremal cases γ = ± ∣D∣ (including D = 0) for
which T → ∞.
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III.

We can obtain the dynamical equations for QY
ρ by

OTHER STATES AND TIMESCALES

In this section, we consider the preferred timescales
and pointer states discussed by Diósi and Kiefer [11, 28,
30] and others [4, 29, 35] in the context of a frequently
studied special case of QBM, and generalize them to the
symplectic covariant formalism. We compare them to
the preferred states and timescales associated with the
POVM form for the dynamics derived above. We do not
necessarily expect closed-form expressions for arbitrary
K and D, but we can nevertheless show that the preferred
quantities are well-defined and generally distinct.
The frequently studied special case of the dynamics
can be described as momentum diffusion and spatial decoherence that is frictionless (γ = 0) and spatially homogeneous. This is often called simply quantum Brownian
motion, but we will call it pure spatial decoherence to
distinguish it from the general case, (1). It is defined by
setting K xp = 1/m, Dpp = D, and all other coefficients of
K ab and Dab to zero. The dynamical equation for the
Wigner function reduces to

Q
making the replacement Wρ → QY
ρ and D → DY in (9),
where

DQ ≡ D − (KY + YK⊺ ).

(29)

Y

Likewise is true for PρY , by making the replacement Wρ →
PρY and D → DP
in (9), where
Y
P
DY
≡ D + (KY + YK⊺ ).

(30)

The solutions are
2γt Y
QY
Qρ ○ e−tK ) ,
eLt [ρ] = GCt −EY ∗ (e

(31)

PeYLt [ρ] = GCt +EY ∗ (e2γt PρY ○ e−tK )

(32)

t

t

where
⊺

tK
EY
YetK − Y
t ≡e
t

⊺

= ∫ etK [KY + YK⊺ ] etK dτ .

(33)

0

D
p
∂t Wt (x, p) = [− ∂x + ∂p2 ] Wt (x, p).
m
2

(24)

Pure spatial decoherence is often obtained mathematically from an explicit model of the environment as a
thermal bath of oscillators coupled linearly in x̂, followed
by taking the large-temperature limit [9, 13, 29]. It also
well describes the dynamics taken by a test mass subjected to collisional decoherence [8, 28, 36, 37] from an
environment of lighter particles [38], blackbody radiation
[8], or low-mass dark matter [39].
In order to extend the results of Diósi and Kiefer to
symplectic generality, we recall that the Husimi Q function and (when it is well-defined) the Glauber P function
can, for any state ∣ψ⟩, be usefully generalized [40] to
Q∣ψ⟩
ρ (α) ≡

1
⟨ψ, α∣ρ∣ψ, α⟩ ,
2π

ρ ≡ ∫ dα Pρ∣ψ⟩ (α) ∣ψ, α⟩⟨ψ, α∣ ,

(25)
(26)

where ∣ψ, α⟩ = T̂α ∣ψ⟩ is the state ∣ψ⟩ translated in phase
space by α. These reduce to the original Q and P functions when ∣ψ⟩ is the coherent state centered at the origin in phase space, i.e., the ground state of the harmonic
oscillator, ∣I; α = 0⟩. In the context of quadratic Hamiltonians, it is natural to concentrate on the case of generalized Q and P functions for which ∣ψ⟩ = ∣Y; α = 0⟩,
i.e., a general Gaussian state centered at the origin with
covariance matrix Y, and adopt the shorthand notation
∣Y;α=0⟩

These can be checked using (27–28), (15–17), and (10).
A.

Unraveling the Glauber P function

As observed in Refs. [11, 30], (32) is noteworthy because, when PeYtL [ρ] (α) is defined, the system is described
by a (classical) probability distribution diffusing over a
set of pure Gaussian states with a preferred covariance
matrix Y. However, this interpretation is only viable
≡ D + (KY + YK⊺ ) for
when the diffusion matrix DP
Y
the Glauber function PρY is positive semidefinite. This
restriction DP
≥ 0 defines a region in the space of possiY
ble Gaussian pure-state covariance matrices Y.
Note that this region may be empty for some choices
of dynamical parameters.2 For instance, if Kxx = µ =
−Kpp for real µ and all other parameters vanish, then
P
no choice of Y makes DY
positive. In this case, the
dynamics continuously squeeze phase space toward one
axis, so that an initial Gaussian state becomes arbitrarily
squeezed with increasing time, and hence eventually not
expressible as a mixture of Gaussians with fixed, finite
covariance matrix Y.
If there is a region of compatible Y with finite volume, it is then possible to look for an additional criterion that would prefer some states in this region over

∣Y;α=0⟩

QY
and PρY ≡ Pρ
. These can be related
ρ ≡ Qρ
(see Appendix A 4) to the Wigner function by
QY
ρ = GY ∗ Wρ ,

(27)

Wρ = GY ∗ PρY

(28)

2

We observed numerical and analytic evidence that the region
DP > 0 has strictly positive volume for all but a measure zero
Y
subset of the dynamical parameter space. That is, it appears
that there is always a choice of Y that allows for the diffusive
interpretation with DP for almost any dynamical parameters.
Y
However we could not find a proof of this.
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others. One choice is to find the pure initial state ∣ψ⟩
that minimizes the instantaneous linear entropy production dSL /dt, where SL = 1 − Tr ρ2 . This is motivated
by the intuitive notion of the predictability sieve; pointer
states are the quantum states that are most stable under interactions with the environment [14, 19, 35], and
thereby produce little entanglement entropy.
In general, the linear entropy production is minimized
by choosing the most squeezed dimension of the initial
state to be along the largest eigenvector of the diffusion
matrix D. We follow Kiefer et al [41] and Diósi and Kiefer
[11] and parametrize the most general unit-determinant,
positive semidefinite matrix Y according to the complex
number Ω = ΩR + iΩI (with ΩR > 0):
1
−ΩI /2
1
Y=
(
)
2
ΩR −ΩI /2 ∣Ω∣ /4

(34)

This corresponds to a spatial wavefunction ⟨x∣Y; α = 0⟩ =
(ΩR /2π)1/4 exp(−Ωx2 /4). In the special case of pure spatial decoherence, the linear entropy production is pro-

Ω�
��
�

portional to ΩR , and one can check for pure spatial
decoherence (24)√that ΩR is maximized by the choice
Ω = 31/4 (31/2 − i) Dm under the constraint that DP
is
Y
positive [11].
One may alternatively consider the pointer state selected by the principle of Hilbert-Schmidt robustness
[11, 22, 30, 42–44]. The time-dependent pure states ∣ψt ⟩
that best approximate, according to the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm, the impure state ρt evolving under QBM can be
shown to solve [30]
d
∣ψt ⟩ = (L[ ∣ψt ⟩⟨ψt ∣ ] − ⟨ψt ∣L[ ∣ψt ⟩⟨ψt ∣ ]∣ψt ⟩ ) ∣ψt ⟩ . (35)
dt
For pure spatial decoherence (24), the unique stationary
solution to this non-linear equation are candidate pointer
states [11, 22, 30, 43, 45, 46]. They are all equivalent up
to translations in phase space, being given by a Gaussian
wavepacket
with a covariance matrix specified by Ω =
√
(1 − i) 2Dm [11].
In Fig. 1, these two preferred states and the preferred
≥ 0 are comregion associated with the condition DP
Y
pared with the one-parameter family of Gaussian states
characterized by the covariance matrix Vr given by (7)
that are compatible with the general POVM form (6) for
pure spatial decoherence.

(�)
B.

�
Ω�

(�)
�
-�
(�)

(�)

�

�

�

��

(�)

-�

FIG. 1.
(Color online) Some candidate Gaussian
pointer states with spatial wavefunction ⟨x∣Y; α = 0⟩ ∝
exp[−(ΩR + iΩI )x2 /4] and corresponding covariance matrix
given by (34). Wavefunction normalizability requires that
ΩR > 0. The arc corresponds to the states Y = Vr compatible with a POVM form, (6), for the dynamics, (24). It is
parametrized by r ∈ [0, 1], running down from (a) V1 = V to
(b) V1/2 to (c) V0 = R−1 V. Under infinitesimal evolution,
the state that can be best approximated by a pure-state according to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is labeled by (d). States
within the shaded region satisfy DP
≥ 0, allowing for an inY
terpretation in terms of a diffusing probability distribution
PρY over pointer states. The state producing the minimal linear entropy (equivalently, maximum ΩR ) from that region is
labeled by (e).

Positivity times

Diósi and Kiefer also calculated [28] the characteristic
times TW and TP at which the Wigner function Wρ and
the traditional Glauber function Pρ = PρI of an arbitrary
quantum state became strictly positive under pure spatial decoherence (24). As they conjectured was possible,
this was extended to symplectically general QBM dynamics by Brodier and Ozorio de Aleida [4]. The Wigner
positivity time TW is strictly a property of the dynamics
in the sense that the time is independent of the initial
Wigner function (so long as it is pure and not already
positive) [4]. Once a Wigner function is positive, it remains so indefinitely under QBM dynamics. Here we collect these results and likewise treat the positivity of the
Glauber PρY function, corresponding to Gaussian kernels
with arbitrary covariance matrix Y, in symplectic generality.
First note that
WeLT [ρ] = GCt ∗ (e2γt Wρ ○ e−tK )
= ((GCt ○ etK ) ∗ Wρ ) ○ e−tK
=e

2γt

(36)

(Ge−tK Ct e−tK⊺ ∗ Wρ ) ○ e

−tK

.

The key idea is that convolving the Wigner function by
a Gaussian GI yields the Husimi Q function, and the latter is always positive [28], but convolving with a sharper
Gaussian (e.g., GI/4 ) will never produce a positive function from a nonpositive pure state (or vice versa) [4]. The
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classical flow e−tK and the multiplicative factor e2γt > 0
do not change the positivity of a Wigner function, so convolution by GCt will make a Wigner function for a pure
state positive if and only if ∣Ct ∣ ≥ ∣I∣ = 1/4.
Thus by examining (36), TW is defined by
1
∣CTW ∣ = e−4γTW .
(37)
4
Using (21), once can show
√ that TW is finite (except for
the extremal case γ = − ∣D∣). Likewise, the generalized
Glauber P function associated with a set of preferred
Gaussian state with covariance matrix Y is given (when
it exists) by Wρ = GY ∗ PρY , so
PeYLT [ρ] = GCt −Y ∗ (e2γt Wρ ○ e−tK )
= e2γt (Ge−tK (Ct −Y)e−tK⊺ ∗ Wρ ) ○ e−tK .

(38)

It is guaranteed to exist and be positive at the characteristic time TPY defined by
Y
1
∣CT Y − Y∣ = e−4γTP .
P
4

(39)

Different choices of the preferred covariance matrix Y
lead to different times upon which the associated Glauber
function PρY becomes positive. For pure spatial decoher√
√
ence (24), TW = 31/4 m/D = T / 2 [28], and TPY is the
solution to 12m2 + 6mΩI t + (Ω2I + Ω2R )t2 − DΩR t3 = 0.
Many other extensions are possible. For instance, it
is clear that one could calculate the time at which the
Cahill R function, which continuously interpolates between the P , W , and Q function [47], becomes positive
for different values of the interpolation parameter. Likewise one could define pointer states of the system to be
the Gaussians with covariance matrix Y such that diffusion in the Glauber function PρY is preferred according
to a criterion other than minimizing the linear entropy
production. None of these stand out as definitive notions
of classicality.
It is worth emphasizing that the condition Wρ ≥ 0 is a
property strictly of the quantum state ρ itself, whereas
the condition PρY ≥ 0 (and most other criteria based
on the functions PρY or QY
ρ ) are dependent on the dimensionful choice Y. The traditional definitions for the
Glauber and Husimi functions Pρ = PρI and Qρ = QIρ do
not avoid this because they depend implicitly on a length
scale σx used to define the identity matrix,
I=

1 1 0
σ2 0
σ2
0
)
(
) = ( x 2 ) = ( x ̵2
0
1
0
σ
0 h /4σx2
2
p

(40)

IV.

DISCUSSION

General QBM dynamics arise from the lowest order
terms in the Taylor series expansion of a smooth Hamiltonian for a Markovian open system, giving them similar
conceptual importance and pedagogical usefulness as the
harmonic oscillator has in the study of closed quantum
system. The linearity of the Lindblad operators means
their influence can be described as continuous weak monitoring of the phase-space variable α̂ = (x̂, p̂) [5, 48, 49]. In
this work we have shown how these weak measurements
add up to a single strong measurement, on a timescale
that characterizes the dynamics, in the form of a POVMand-prepare (entanglement-breaking) quantum channel.
The symplectic generality exhibited here will be very important for extending, to Markovian open systems, existing quasiclassicality theorems [32, 50–52] that apply to
evolution generated by any closed-system Hamiltonian
that is sufficiently smooth to be treated as approximately
locally quadratic, rather than just for representative toy
environments like baths of harmonic oscillators.
The various forms exhibited in (6) suggest that the
overcomplete set of Gaussian states forming the POVM
are only defined up to a sort of gauge freedom
(0, { ∣V; α⟩ }) → (t, { ∣R−t V; α⟩ })

(41)

for any t ∈ [0, T ]. On the other hand, the time scale
T associated with the dynamics is independent of this
freedom 3 .
This is the continuum analog to a preferred basis ambiguity that can be found in the simpler case where the
dynamics are described stroboscopically by unitary evolution punctuated by a simple projective measurement
of a discrete variable. See Fig. 2. The ambiguity arises
because of the periodic measurement events and the nontrivial unitary evolution of the system in between them;
it is not a special property of continuous system.
Given this freedom, as well as the alternative pointer
state criteria discussed in the previous section, it is not
clear whether the pointer states of quantum Brownian
motion are best understood in terms of the POVM form
for the dynamics presented above. However, this basis
ambiguity may play a conceptual role in any future satisfactory notion of pointer states when decoherence is
taking place alongside unitary evolution. In other words,
one should be suspicious of the intuition that there is
a single true preferred basis (whether overcomplete or
otherwise) that one might develop from studying simple
models of pure decoherence in an orthonormal basis.

2

where σx2 = ⟨x̂2 ⟩ − ⟨x̂⟩ = ⟨α = 0∣x̂2 ∣α = 0⟩ is the spatial variance of the coherent states. This length scale is
usually taken from the dynamics (most often, the width
of the oscillator potential) and is not a property of the
state ρ alone. Likewise, it is often taken for granted that
squeezed states are nonclassical (e.g., [28]), but squeezing
is always relative to an assumed scale separate from ρ.

3

Of course, all POVMs with respect to the frame of Gaussian
states with a covariance matrix Y are equivalent if we allow
them to be supplemented with an arbitrary unitary immediately
before and after the measurement. The one-parameter family in
(41) is notable because it is merely inserted at some point in the
normal unitary component of the evolution.
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|v0 i

Û0

|v1 i
|S2 ihS2 |
|S1 ihS1 |

|v2 i

Û0

|S1 ihS1 |

Û0

|S2 ihS2 |

|v2,2 i

|v1,1 i
|v1,2 i
|v2,1 i

FIG. 2. (Color online) The real part of the Hilbert space of a two-dimensional system. The system evolves stroboscopically
according to a unitary Û0 which is periodically interrupted every time step T by a projective measurement in the basis
{∣S1 ⟩ , ∣S2 ⟩}. After two measurements, there are four possible outcomes: (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), and (2, 2), corresponding to the
final states ∣vij ⟩ = ∣Sj ⟩⟨Sj ∣ Û0 ∣Si ⟩⟨Si ∣ Û0 ∣v0 ⟩. The basis {∣Si ⟩} plays the role of a pointer basis, but this evolution is equivalent
−(T −t)/T
to periodic measurements in the basis {Û0
∣Si ⟩} with a constant time offset t ∈ [0, T ] (whether or not the outcomes i are
remembered or forgotten). In this sense, the pointer basis for this system is only sensibly specified relative to an offset time,
−(T −t)/T
i.e., as a pair (t, {Û0
∣Si ⟩}).

Although the characteristic time T of the POVM description differs (by a factor of order unity) from the exact times TW and TP at which the Wigner and Glauber
functions become positive, the positivity manifestly implied by the former description is arguably more transparent; the Wigner function following a POVM-andprepare channel in a Gaussian state basis is obviously
positive. It also suggests new approaches to understanding phase-space positivity, or the quantum-classical description more generally, in continuous-variable systems
that aren’t described by QBM.
The symplectic covariance of our results offers illuminating generality compared to earlier discussion of
pointer states in special cases of QBM [9–11, 13, 14]. For
example, the pointer states associated with the POVM
form for the damped harmonic oscillator dynamics are
a generalization, to arbitrary damping, of the coherent
states that were identified as pointer states in the underdamped limit (γ ≪ ω) [14].
It is notable that, except in the extremal case γ 2 = ∣D∣,
the preferred states associated with the POVM form
for the QBM dynamics are always well defined and unambiguous, a result which may also apply to pointer
states associated with Hilbert-Schmidt robustness. In
contrast, the predictability sieve often produces singular pointer states like the position eigenstates with divergent momentum dispersion [14], unless supplemented
with additional cumbersome principles such as a Glauber
P function dispersion interpretation, or a finite-time averaging scheme. Of course, no elegant principle exists
that unambiguously identifies sensible pointer states (or
their nonexistence) for arbitrary dynamics, and the predictability sieve appears to offer more guidance there.

Our most restrictive assumption has been that the dynamics are Markovian and time homogeneous. One way
to relax this is by allowing D and K to vary with time,
possibly in a way that depends on the initial state. This
will lead to straightforward modifications of Ct , T , and
V, and it is still possible to describe the dynamics stroboscopically as a Gaussian-state POVM-and-prepare channel [27]. In this case the preferred states and timescales
are generally not determined solely by the dynamics, but
also by the initial state.
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Appendix A: Symplectic QBM

In this appendix we briefly review QBM along the lines
of Brodier and Ozorio de Almeida [4] and Robert [6], but
in context and notation better suited for our purposes
that especially emphasizes manifest symplectic covariance. See also the appendix to Ref. [53], Chapter 6 of
Ref. [5], and a forthcoming pedagogical treatment [27].

1.

Linear symplectic transformations

For a single continuous classical degree of freedom,
phase space is a two-dimensional vector space equipped
with the symplectic form as represented by the antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol ab (with xp = px = +1 =
−px = −xp ). Analogously to Lorentz indices, symplectic indices are raised and lowered by contracting
with the second index in the symplectic form. Unlike
for a Lorentzian metric, which is symmetric, the antisymmetry of the Levi-Civita symbol means there is an
overall sign flip depending on which index is raised and
which is lowered in a contraction: Xa Y a = ab X b Y a =
−ba X b Y a = −X b Yb . The symplectic indices behave
just like Weyl spinor indices, which are reviewed in
many introductory quantum field theory textbooks (e.g.,
Ref [54]).
Classical Hamiltonian evolution is given by a timeparametrized family of symplectomorphisms (canonical
transformations) on phase space, which are characterized
by the fact that the Jacobian of the transformation preserves the symplectic form at each point. We concentrate
on the local dynamics of smooth Hamiltonians, so we are
most interested in the symplectic linear transformations,
which, for one degree of freedom, are effected with the
Lie group of 2-by-2 real matrices Y ab with unit determinant, SL2 (R). These preserve the symplectic form:
ab = Y ac cd Y bd or, equivalently,  = YY⊺ .
Each (classical) symplectic linear transformation Y is
associated with a corresponding quantum unitary transformation ÛY = exp(−iZab α̂a α̂b /2), where Z is the ma†
trix Z ab = ac Zcb and Y = eZ . In particular, ⟨ÛY
α̂ÛY ⟩ =
†
−1
Y ⟨α̂⟩ and ÛY−1 = ÛY = ÛY . When this unitary acts on
a coherent states ∣α⟩ = ∣I/2; α⟩, it transforms it [32, 55]
into a (generally squeezed) Gaussian state centered on
the classically shifted point in phase space: ÛY ∣α⟩ =
∣Y; Yα⟩, where Y ≡ YY⊺ /2. Here, the pure Gaussian
states ∣Y; α⟩ are parametrized by their mean α ≡ ⟨α̂⟩
and their 2-by-2 positive definite, unit-determinant coab
variance matrix Y with elements Y = ⟨α̂a α̂b + α̂b α̂a ⟩ /2.
(Y determines ∣Y; α⟩ up to a phase, which is sufficient for our purposes.) The many-to-one mapping Y →
Y = YY⊺ /2 collapses the three dimensional Lie group

SL2 (R) down to a two-dimensional manifold that can be
parametrized as in (34).
(Note that in the context of Gaussian quantum phasespace distributions, some authors differ from our conven̵ = 2. In this case, the coherent state
tion by setting h
̵ 2 /4 = 1, i.e., the covariance
satisfies ⟨x̂2 ⟩⟨p̂2 ⟩ = σx2 σp2 = h
matrix is I rather than I = I/2 [55].)
2.

Quantum Brownian motion

A single quantum continuous degree of freedom undergoing open-system, time-homogeneous, and Markovian dynamics, forms a quantum dynamical semigroup
[56, 57] described by a Lindblad master equation
1
∂t ρt = −i[Ĥ, ρt ] + ∑ [L̂(i) ρt L̂(i)† − {L̂(i)† L̂(i) , ρt }] .
2
i
(A1)
Ideal QBM is the special case when the Hamiltonian is
quadratic and the Lindblad operators are linear with
the phase-space operators: Ĥ = 21 Hab α̂a α̂b and L̂(i) =
La α̂a , where Hab is a real symmetric matrix and the
(i)
La are complex vectors. (Linear terms in the Hamiltonian either can be handed explicitly separately [6]
or, so long as the quadratic terms Hab are nonzero,
can be eliminate through a phase-space translation
(x, p) → (x + x0 , p + p0 ).) We can then change variables
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
1 ab
to Dab = Re ∑i (La )∗ Lb , γ = 2i
 ∑i (La )∗ Lb =
(i)

(i)

(i)

Im ∑i (Lx )∗ Lp , and Kab = Hab + ab γ. (Note that
our convention for the matrix Dab agrees with Diósi and
Kiefer [11, 28], but differs by a factor of two from Isar et
al., [3], Dekker and Valsakumar [58], and others.)
In the traditional Hilbert space representation this
yields
∂
i
1
ρt = − Kab [α̂a , {α̂b , ρt }] − Dab [α̂a , [α̂b , ρt ]] , (A2)
∂t
2
2
Using the Wigner function
Wρ (x, p) ≡

1
−ip∆x
⟨x + ∆x/2∣ρ∣x − ∆x/2⟩
∫ d∆x e
2π
(A3)

we can instead express these dynamics in the Wigner
representation as a Fokker-Planck equation
1
∂t Wρ (α) = [−K ab ∂a αb + Dab ∂a ∂b ] Wρ (α).
2

(A4)

Because the equation for the classical phase-space probability distribution under ideal Brownian motion is identical to (A4), one can directly read off an interpretation
of the coefficients. In the absence of diffusion (D = 0),
the classical equations of motion are α̇ = Kα, with
etK = e−tγ etH the classical (possibly dissipative) flow and
etH the Hamiltonian component. The rate of dissipation
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is γ, where γ < 0 implies that the environment is pumping energy into the system. The (strictly quantum) con̵ 2 γ 2 ensures that diffusion is always suffistraint ∣D∣ ≥ h
ciently strong to prevent the dissapative contraction e−tγ
from producing violations of the uncertainty principle.
We briefly mention the most important special cases.
(For others, see especially Ref. [3].) Normal friction
(drag) on a free particle of the form ẍ = −(λ/m)ẋ is obtained with K pp = −λ/m < 0, K xp = 1/m > 0, and all
other parameters zero. These dynamics are dissipative
since γ = −K aa = λ/m > 0. A harmonic oscillator potential is represented by K px = −mω 2 , and the degree of
damping (under- or over-damped) is controlled by λ.
Einstein-Smoluchowski diffusion is obtained when normal friction is supplemented with momentum diffusion
(Dpp = 2D0 ), since the motion is caused by many small
momentum transfers from molecular collisions. However,
it takes place in the noninterial limit where the relaxation
timescale γ −1 = m/λ is short compared to the timescale
on which observations are made. The fast relaxation
means the momentum cannot grow, so on large scales
the position acts as a random walk, ⟨x2 ⟩ ∝ T . Contrast
this with the frictionless momentum diffusion dynamics
(pure spatial decoherence) described by (24), for which
the position variance ⟨x2 ⟩ grows like T 3 rather than T .

4.

Generalized phase-space distributions

In the case of a preferred covariance matrix Y, the
generalized Husimi Q and Glauber P functions are
QY
ρ (α) ≡

1
⟨Y; α∣ρ∣Y; α⟩ ,
2π

ρ ≡ ∫ dα PρY (α) ∣Y; α⟩⟨Y; α∣

(A7)
(A8)

These can be related to the Wigner function by first considering an arbitrary pure state ρ = ∣χ⟩⟨χ∣ and calculating
2
1
∣⟨Y; α∣χ⟩∣
2π
2
1
†
∣ ⟨Y−1 α∣ÛY
∣χ⟩∣
=
2π

QY
∣χ⟩⟨χ∣ (α) =

= ∫ dβ W∣Y−1 α⟩⟨Y−1 α∣ (β)WΩY−1 [∣χ⟩⟨χ∣] (β)
= ∫ dβ GI (Y−1 α − β)W∣χ⟩⟨χ∣ (Yβ)
= ∫ dµ GI (Y−1 (α − µ))W∣χ⟩⟨χ∣ (µ)
= (GY ∗ W∣χ⟩⟨χ∣ ) (α)
(A9)
where we have made use of the fact that Tr[ρρ′ ] =
2π ∫ dα Wρ (α)Wρ′ (α). By linearity we can extend this
to any mixed state ρ = ∑ψ pψ ∣ψ⟩⟨ψ∣:

3.

Symplectic covariance

QY
ρ = GY ∗ Wρ .

Under a linear symplectic transformation Y ab , an arbitrary symplectic tensor C ab⋯gh⋯ with both covariant
(lower) indices and contravariant (upper) indices transforms as
Y

′ ′

′

′

C ab⋯gh⋯ Ð→ C a b ⋯g′ h′ ⋯ (Y −1 )aa′ (Y −1 )bb′ ⋯Y g g Y hh ⋯
(A5)
An equation with all upper and lower indices contracted
together is automatically invariant under a (linear) symplectic transformation. For example,
Y

Ac B c Ð→ Aa Y ac (Y −1 )cb B b = Ac B c

(A6)

Dynamical equations (1) and (A4) exhibit such manifest
symplectic covariance.
The operations of lowering and raising indices with ab
are compatible with an overall linear symplectic transformations because they are characterized by their preservation of the symplectic form, ab = Y ac cd Y cd . (The Wigner
function is a scalar phase-space density which transform
trivially under a linear symplectic transformation.)

(A10)

Likewise, when the generalized Glauber P function exists
it satisfies
Wρ = GY ∗ PρY .

(A11)

Appendix B: Damped harmonic oscillator example

Here we calculate the characteristic time T and the
covariance matrix V describing the POVM-and-prepare
channel associated with the common case of a lightly
damped harmonic oscillator. For a concrete example,
consider the center-of-mass motion of the single cooled
ion in a Paul trap described by Bushev et al. [59]. In the
absence of feedback, the master equation is
∂t ρ = −iν[â† â, ρ] + Γ(N + 1)Dâ [ρ] + ΓN Dâ† [ρ]

(B1)

√
√
√
where â = (x̂ mν + ip̂/ mν)/ 2 is the harmonic trap
lowering operator, m is the ion mass, ν = 1 MHz is the
trap frequency, Γ = 400 Hz is the laser cooling rate, N =
⟨â† â⟩ ≈ 17 is the steady-state occupation number, and
the superoperator is defined by
1
Dĉ [ρ] = ĉρĉ† − {ĉ† ĉ, ρ}.
2

(B2)
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√
̵ = 1, this can be
Choosing length units such that mν/h
brought into our standard form (1) with
H = νI,

D = Γ(N + 1/2)I,

γ = Γ/2.

(B3)

(Note that ∣D∣ ≥ γ 2 since N ≥ 0.) Using Eq. (3) and the
defining equation ∣CT ∣ = (1+e−2γT )2 /4 for T , we compute
Ct = (N + 1/2)(1 − e−tΓ )I,
2
T = arccoth (2N + 1) ,
Γ
V = I.

(B4)
(B5)
(B6)

The dynamics (B1) thus generate the evolution
ρ0 → ρT = (ΦsI ○ ΩR ) [ρ0 ]

(B7)

s = e−arccoth(2N +1) ,

(B8)

with

R = eνT  = (

cos νT sin νT
).
− sin νT cos νT

(B9)

This is pure harmonic evolution for a time T followed
by a POVM measurement in the Gaussian basis of coherent states ∣I; α⟩, where the corresponding prepared
states are contracted toward the origin with proportionality constant s ≤ 1.

